
Are you 
copyright 
compliAnt?

ABout copyright 
Agency 

Copyright Agency is an Australian copyright 
management organisation linking creators and users of 
copyright material. We provide simple ways for people 
to reproduce, store and share words, images and other 
creative content, in return for fair payment. In doing so, 
we connect the creators, owners and users of copyright 
material. With Copyright Agency licences, organisations 
can easily access material without infringing the 
Copyright Act.

Copyright Agency distributes the licence fees collected 
to its members, the copyright creators, when their works 
are used. Copyright Agency has over 25,000 members 
including publishers, journalists, artists, photographers 
and authors.

Copyright Agency licences suit the needs of a variety 
of organisations including educational institutions, 
commercial businesses, not-for-profit organisations, 
associations, government departments, agencies and 
government-related bodies. The copyright licences 
administered by Copyright Agency provide an effective 
solution covering all staff and allow you to make the most 
of the content you source, wherever you source it from.

Copyright Agency is appointed by the Australian 
Government Attorney-General’s Department to 
administer Part VB of the Copyright Act 1968 for all 
educational organisations. This section of the Act is 
what allows teachers to copy third party material to 
distribute to students for educational purposes.

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE 
TO COPYRIGHT FOR 
INDEPENDENT COLLEGES 
AND RTOS

Don’t just tAke 
our worD for it

‘The statutory licence managed by 
Copyright Agency supports our teaching 
approach at Murdoch. It gives us access 
to a world of information in a range of 
formats that allow our teachers to really 
connect with our students ... ultimately this 
licence delivers solutions.’

Diana McGiven MEd, BCom, B.SC
PRINCIPAL, MURDOCH COLLEGE

‘Sharing and recognising knowledge is 
a fundamental part of what L & M is all 
about. A Copyright Agency licence means 
we have confidence that we can legally 
and ethically use the most valuable and 
up-to-date information. It also means 
we know we are meeting our copyright 
obligations ... and most importantly, 
authors and artists are being recognised 
and rewarded for their effort.’

Kathleen Zarubin
LIFETIMES AND MILESTONES

‘A Copyright Agency licence allows our 
students to have access to a diverse 
range of learning materials in a timely 
and flexible manner. Being licensed also 
allows Navitas English to give something 
back to authors and publishers.’

Helen Zimmerman
ExECUTIVE GENERAL MANAGER, NAVITAS ENGLISH

More information: 
Copyright Agency, Level 15, 233 Castlereagh Street, 
Sydney NSW 2000   |   ABN 53 001 228 799 
t 1800 066 844 or 02 9394 7600
e educationlicences@copyright.com.au  
w www.copyright.com.au
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FreedoM
Sourcing and sharing copyright material such as 
textbooks, images, newspapers, graphs, tables, 

magazine articles, websites and other electronic 
content is essential for most private colleges and 
RTOs. Copyright Agency licensees enjoy the freedom 
and flexibility to access an abundance of both 
Australian and international digital and hardcopy 
material without infringing copyright legislation.

ConvenienCe
The educational statutory licence makes 
copyright management easy. As a 

licensee, you’ll no longer need to identify and 
search for copyright owners, gain permissions, 
negotiate terms of use or maintain records when 
you make a copy.

the Benefits of A licence
WITH A COPYRIGHT AGENCY EDUCATIONAL STATUTORY 
LICENCE, INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND RTOS HAVE 
THE FREEDOM TO LEGALLY SHARE KNOWLEDGE AND 
INFORMATION WITH THEIR STUDENTS AND COLLEAGUES. 

risk ManageMent
With the availability of digital technology 
and the internet, copyright infringement 

can occur at the click of a button. The 
educational statutory licence is a smart addition 
to your compliance program. As a licensee, 
your teaching staff can legally source and share 
copyright protected information within your 
college and RTO.

whAt is copyright 
AnD why is it 
importAnt?
By providing the educational statutory licence the 
Copyright Act 1968 aims to balance the copying needs 
of educational institutions with the rights of authors 
and other creators. The educational statutory licence 
allows institutions to make copies of copyright works 
for educational purposes. A licence fee is collected 
by Copyright Agency on behalf of the authors and 
creators. Limits apply to the extent of copying. 

The unauthorised use of copyright material carries 
enormous potential risk – legal, ethical, professional 
and financial. By infringing the copyright rights of others, 
individuals and organisations may face costly legal action.
Talk to our Educational Licensing team today to learn 
how to get maximum benefit from the education 
statutory licence.

Are you 
copyright  
sAvvy?
For private colleges and RTOs, sourcing quality 
teaching material and diverse content from textbooks, 
research papers, newspapers, reports, websites, 
blogs, journals and newsletters is essential to meeting 
both student and teacher expectations and to 
achieving the best possible education outcomes.

But you may be surprised to learn that unless you 
have permission to reuse content, you could be 
infringing someone’s copyright and breaching the 
Copyright Act.

Many educational institutions are unsure of how they 
can reach and maintain best practice in copyright 
management, especially when it is difficult to know  
what is going on in all classrooms at all times.
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Corporate 
responsibility
With an educational statutory 

licence, your college or RTO 
demonstrates respect for intellectual 
property while ensuring that authors 
and publishers of material are 
rewarded when you use their work. 
By supporting copyright holders 
you are encouraging the production 
of valuable works in the future. At 
the same time you are reinforcing 
the value of your own intellectual 
property.
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